Surface Track

SURFACE TRACK - MODEL 740

Rigid PVC Hinge Knuckle with Steel Coupling Rod

Finished Floor i.e. carpet or other surface

Surfaced where track is attached

15/16" 1-1/16"

STEEL HINGE SYSTEM

Aluminum Body Panel

We suggest Field Measure

Finished Opening Height:

Pan head screw supplied by manufacturer or equivalent

STEEL HINGE SYSTEM

Rigid PVC Hinge Knuckle with Steel Coupling Rod

4-7/8"

5/8" nominal

SPECIAL NOTE: for counter doors (height of 4" or less) clearance is 1/4"

SPECIAL NOTE:

Woodfold Manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 346 Forest Grove OR 97116
http://www.woodfold.com

SURFACE TRACK - MODEL 740

CAD SRTK–740